
Summary

OLI Systems sought a cloud-based solution to scale global training and make it easier for instructors to set up and
learners to participate in training sessions. With Skytap, the company rapidly scaled training worldwide and
enabled learners to join sessions and explore its software through a simple and secure web browser connection.

Skytap Virtual IT Labs Case Study:

OLI Systems scales global training

and improves instructor experience

with Skytap Virtual IT Labs

Challenge

OLI Systems provides comprehensive training to customers globally
on its water chemistry software, which was largely conducted in-
person prior to the pandemic. To participate in a training session,
learners had to download and install OLI Systems’ training software.
However, with the majority of its customers in the oil and gas
industry that typically has strong computer security and internal IT
measures, many learners were unable to download and install the
software, which made it difficult to participate in sessions. Not only
did it take a significant amount of time for instructors to troubleshoot
this issue for each learner in a session, at times there would be no
resolution and a learner was unable to participate at all. This
negatively impacted its ability to deliver customer training and
created frustration for both learners and instructors.

Background

About the Company

As the pioneer in electrolyte and water
chemistry and its applications to
industrial processes with a strong
passion for technology innovation, OLI
Systems delivers comprehensive,
process modeling solutions for water
chemistry based industrial applications
that enhance operational efficiency,
sustainability and engineering
productivity.

INDUSTRY:
Software Development

OBJECTIVE:
Scale virtual training worldwide

USE CASE:
Virtual Training

We went from it being nearly impossible to set up virtual machines for our oil and gas customers to it
being super simple through clicking a link to your web browser. I can configure a course in Skytap in just
five minutes and it saves us a lot of time and headaches.”

– James Berthold, Vice President of Customer Support and Application Engineering, OLI Systems
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Solution

Outcomes

A Skytap customer since 2021, OLI Systems utilizes Skytap Virtual IT
Labs and its Course Manager add-on to:

Deliver hands-on software training for customers both in-person
and virtually across the globe
Eliminate instructor frustration with setting up software on each
learner’s computer
Improve classroom management through the use of virtual
machines and quick troubleshooting
Reduce time spent configuring courses and troubleshooting setup
for customers with tight cybersecurity controls

OLI Systems conducts two-4 hour training sessions for each new
customer to onboard them on using their software. For these sessions,
the company has two live instructors in attendance – one instructor
presents while the other instructor monitors each learners’ virtual
machine and the chat, and troubleshoots as needed. This setup has
eliminated instructor frustration when conducting live sessions and
made it easier for the learner to seek help during training. 

The company has expanded rapidly in the last few years, and with
more customers using their software came the demand for more
training sessions. OLI Systems previously held six training sessions per
year, and now they conduct around six sessions per month to keep up
with new customer growth. The ease of setup and ability to spin up
multiple machines at once has made it easier for instructors to
accommodate the increased volume.

Learn more about how 
Skytap can help your

organization provide virtual
training, demos and POCs.

Skytap is a cloud service purpose-built to natively run
traditional systems in the cloud. Our customers use Skytap
for running production, disaster recovery, virtual training
labs, and development workloads. We are the only cloud
service to support AIX, IBM i, and Linux on IBM Power
together with x86 workloads, enabling businesses to
accelerate their journey to the cloud and increase
innovation. To learn more about Skytap or schedule a
demo, visit www.skytap.com.

OLI Systems knew it needed a training solution to combat the recurring roadblock of learners being unable to download
software onto their computers. In considering a solution, OLI Systems selected Skytap Virtual IT Labs due to the
following product features and capabilities:

Ease of training access for learners through a web browser
Quick instructor access and simple controls
Instructor over-the-shoulder access to lab environments for personalized instruction
On-demand, scalable training delivery
Global availability and ability to quickly provision environments

With Skytap Virtual IT Labs, learners access their live training sessions by simply clicking on a link that opens a virtual
machine in their web browser. Since implementing the cloud-based solution, OLI Systems reports that they haven’t had a
single learner who could not access a Skytap virtual machine through their web browser. The company also no longer
has to involve the IT department when configuring sessions and setting up learners.

https://www.skytap.com/virtual-software-training-labs/

